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Land use zoning policy has been applied in many countries such as the United States, England and Germany, 
since the second half of the nineteenth century, as one of legal systems for managing and regulating land uses in 
cities through many types and tools that are developed over the time. The primary type focused on identifying 
specific kind of land use in each area, without any mixing to improve the environmental conditions. Then, the 
following types used the population density index to reduce congestion in large cities, in addition to some 
physical and urban characteristics such as building heights, building size, floor area ratio, the percentage of 
roads, services and open spaces to cover environment, social, economic and urban dimensions and measure the 
degree of achievement the development goals for creating livable communities. Although these types are 
diverse, there are a number of challenges in implementation them such as the refusal of some owners towards 
applying planning recommendations on their private properties. In addition to the lack of justice and freedom 
among some owners in choosing appropriate land use for their own revenues. For these reasons, there is 
emergence of new types called land use plot, spot and rezoning policy, which deal with each land plot in a more 
flexible way to achieve a balance between the public interest and private benefits. At the local level, it is clear 
that zoning policy has appeared in Egypt since 1905 for planning the new residential suburban areas by using 
specific building requirements for each area to create compatible urban environments and a distinct urban 
personality. Then it was used in re-planning process for existing areas and informal communities through 
various planning and building laws, which need to be developed for dealing with the private properties without 
any dispute between the stakeholders and without government spending towards the compensation values.  
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Therefore, this paper is important in determining the suitable types and tools of zoning policy for re-planning 
informal areas with private properties, by reviewing the results of some studies and international experiences in 
this field. As well as evaluating the current applied types of land use zoning policy in developing Egyptian 
informal areas through selecting one case study (Maspero triangle area), to benefit from the results of 
theoretical and practical framework in implementation the future projects with the acceptance of all parties and 
owners. 
Keywords: Zoning Ordinance; land use zoning and rezoning policy; re-planning process; inner informal areas; 
Mosapero Triangle; Greater Cairo. 
1. Introduction  
Zoning policy is one of the oldest land use planning policies, which appeared in many countries in the late  
eighteenth century to organize the location of buildings and their relationship with road network, and avoid 
insufficient ventilation of homes and protect them from fire hazards, by using general requirements that are not 
codified or obligated in development process during this period. Therefore, it was presented legally at the 
international level through zoning codes, which applied in the American cities at the end of the nineteenth 
century as a result of many problems in these cities faced like high density, intense mixing in land uses, 
increasing of industrial expansions, depriving of public health standards and set of negative changes in urban 
characteristics [1]. In 1908, the city of Los Angeles used the first zoning code that focused on separating 
residential use from polluted uses, improving health and living conditions and ensuring good ventilation, 
especially after the rise of tall towers.  The actual application of zoning law was in Newyork city through a 
comprehensive zoning law that organized the sites of economic activities such as industrial and commercial 
uses, to achieve profitability and support the idea of separating that are not environmentally compatible [2]. This 
law was developed in 1926 on large scale in most American cities such as Chicago city to regulate land uses 
types and the densities of development and achieve public health, safety and low overcrowding for more 
efficient and effective land uses. During this period, zoning map showed only the main kind of land uses such as 
(Single family homes- housing for two families- apartments and hotels- service areas like shops, banks and 
offices - warehouse and commercial activities areas- industrial areas- sewage stations) [2]. In 1957, land use 
density was included in zoning law like the height of building, FAR (floor-area ratio) and the front, back and 
side bounces… etc. for more land use controlling in cities. And then, the zoning policy spread widely in the 
world to achieve development goals in each country through conditions and requirements of local authorities and 
planning organizations which called the legal scheme. For example, England and Germany used this policy in 
rebuilding cities, providing housing areas for different social groups and organizing land uses around city 
centers, by application some architectural and planning standards such as density, buildings heights and building 
designs, to avoid high rates of crowding and preserve the identity of each area [3] Whereas the role of zoning in 
New Zealand was managing the resources and evaluating the performance of each area according to the degree 
of applying the development requirements. In the other countries like San Francisco, Japan and France, zoning 
policy targeted management of land uses and identification the allowed uses in each area to avoid any problems 
that impedes development processes and its sustainability [2]. Consequently, zoning policy is important for 
managing land uses and developing the existing or new areas, and has taken multiple types that differ from one 
spatial domain to another, according to the characteristics of each place and the requirements of spatial 




development. These types are represented in (separation between incompatible land uses- proposing new land 
uses that do not conflict with existing uses- organizing the spatial distribution of some activates and uses such as 
commercial and industrial uses- controlling the residential density by defining its types like single- family 
buildings and multiple families or the buildings heights- determining the ratio of construction on land plots- 
identification the green areas, services and parking…) [4]. However, the previous types of zoning policy did not 
achieve the desired objectives, especially in the areas with private properties, as a result of refusal of some 
owners towards the proposed use that not compatible with their desire and requirements.This led to reformulate 
the zoning policy by introducing new types such as land use plot, land use spot and rezoning policy, which take 
into account (the importance of the place and its economic value- the fair use of land and available resources- 
the social and economic demands of population- the freedom for landowners to use their properties within a 
balanced framework between their private benefits and the interests of societies). This is what the World Bank 
explained in 2019 about how to use these new types of land use zoning in urban renewal and development, 
which deal with each land plot instead of generalizing the requirement to whole area and give more flexibility in 
using land plots in compatible ways with the property characteristics [5]. In reviewing the Egyptian cases, it is 
clear that the urban development for all areas depended on a set of building and planning laws from the year of 
1878 to the year of 2008, which were used in land use zoning to control their urban characteristics and 
achievement their social, environmental and economic returns within the framework of developmental vision. 
However, most development projects faced many obstacles, such as the unwillingness of land and real estate 
owners to apply the recommendations of zoning in their properties, that obliged them to use specific type and 
characteristics of land use, which did not meet their needs. In addition to the non-comprehensiveness of these 
requirements to deal with which the illegal changes in urbanism . Therefore, this paper aims to determine the 
different types of land use zoning and their tools for dealing with private properties in re-planning informal areas 
without any challenges. This comes through following an analytical approach that focused on reviewing the 
previous studies, international reports and experiences in this field. In addition to using a case study method by 
selection and evaluation one of development projects of informal area to spotlight the positive and negative 
aspects of followed zoning types and tools in its development process.  
2. Definition of land use zoning policy 
Cities councils and governments use zoning policy to organize and manage the spatial distribution of land use 
types such as residential, commercial, industrial areas, parking and recreational areas. In addition to controlling 
their characteristics such as (land plot area- land plot dimensions- side, front and back bounces- building ratio- 
building heights- building shapes and their architectural character). It also extends to determining social groups 
and their densities within the residential areas, whether on the areas of public or private properties [6]. There are 
many terms of zoning policy, which differ according to their appearance time, spatial level of application and 
their goals and conditions for organizing urban environments. The first term appeared in the late nineteenth 
century which called Zoning Ordinance and known as a set of regulations that were established by local 
governments. This term aimed  at making a separation between incompatible uses and support integration 
between compatible ones in interior parts of cities that suffer from environmental problems and high pollution 
rates [7] Then, this term evolved in the early twentieth century to zoning permission for clarification the role of 
zoning in determining the permissible uses in each area, that land and real estate owners must adhere them, in 




new building permits or when they want to change their activities [7]. Moreover, Zoning Ordinance referred to 
the management of available resources through the best exploitation for them, offering non- depleted uses of 
resources and preventing activities that cause negative effects on residential areas.With the increasing the 
interest in economic dimensions in parallel with the environmental ones, the term of  zoning policy became 
economic zoning policy. This term concerned with putting suitable land uses in line with the economic values of 
the properties to increase their returns and reduces environmental impacts at the same time.  On the other side, 
there are some definitions dealt with the urban dimensions of zoning in the period of forties that showed the 
important of urban zoning ordinance in achieving a balance between the growth of cites and the requirement of 
population and avoiding the negative effects of high concentration of overrated population,  through some 
conditions such as (population density- building density..) [7]. In middle of the twentieth century The new term 
of zoning  appeared with the developing of  urban planning systems and their laws to introduce new uses or 
regulate the existing ones or change them in the cities. This term was Zoning urban systems as one of the most 
important planning systems to regulate development operations through a set of controls for the type of land 
uses, their location, flatness, size, shape, and function of the buildings within urban areas. The urban laws have 
evolved during the fifties and sixties for using them in planning systems. Therefore, the term of zoning was 
called zoning regulation or zoning law in this period, which was a branch of local law and legal tool for 
controlling land uses and improving urban environments [7]. Then the term developed to zoning codes in the late  
sixties  to express its main components, which included a text and a map of all the detailed requirements for each 
land plot in selected area. This map is a binding legal document that is used in planning the new areas or 
developing the existing ones, and it differs from planning permission in its land use regulations and controls 
which were more obligatory in the implementation process to reduce the opportunities for transgressions and 
violations and achieve the  justice in land use decision. Besides, zoning codes were used also at the detailed level 
such as small residential areas to support the success of land use plan at the large level such as residential 
neighborhood  [8]. During seventies and eighties, Some studies have considered zoning as a tool to restrict land 
uses (zoning restriction) in the areas that suffer from unwanted land use changes, as a result of private 
stakeholders' practices at the expense of the general goals. After that, sustainability concept appeared in eighties 
and zoning policy became known as comprehensive and Sustainable zoning that covered the environmental, 
social and economic dimensions of sustainability. With the implementation of many development projects, there 
was a desire to measure the success of land use development and management, therefore the concept of zoning 
evolved in the period of nineties to (zoning performance) as criteria for assessing the development performance 
in different urban areas [8]. Based on the above, the term of zoning concerned with protection the environmental 
and health aspects, Maximizing of the economic values of private and public properties, avoiding negative 
influences of incompatible uses, and taking into account the social and legal dimensions of different spatial 
levels. Nevertheless, the implementation of zoning policy in many cities was not accepting from the majority of 
civil societies and owners and the planners find zoning requires a long time to implement it. All these reasons 
pushed a new terms since the year of 2000 which called land use plot zoning, land use spot zoning and rezoning 
polices, these terms provided special requirements for each land plot according to the its spatial convenience for 
more flexible in dealing with private properties [4]. Recently, zoning policy has been used in the development of 
informal  areas (which appeared without any adherence to planning and building requirements) and need to 
select specific zoning types and requirements for dealing with private properties and achieving the goals of 




balanced development without any conflict over land use ( a balance between private properties rights and the 
requirements of societies to create a better environments [5]. The following figure 1 illustrates the evolution of 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1: Different terms of zoning policy and their dimensions (source: Author) 
3. The advantages and the challenges of zoning policy vs. other planning permission   
Zoning policy is one of the policies, which used in land use management and organization for existing and new 
cities. This policy differs from other policies of urban planning in its achievement for the dimensions of 
environmental, social and economic sustainability, its possibility for dealing with public and private properties 
in a flexible ways and the necessity to adhere it by the development parties.  The following points clarify the 
most important advantages and disadvantages of this policy in the field of land use management, and the figure 2 
shows the differences of this policy with other planning policies such as planning permissions [8,9,10,11,12]. 
3.1 The main advantages of zoning policy 
▪ Separating incompatible uses and minimizing their negative effects. 
▪ Better use for land values and available resources in the site. 
▪ Providing basic facilities, roads, and infrastructure in residential areas. 
▪ Allocating new uses in the site according to the population demands. 
▪ Achieving diversity in housing types and densities according to the levels of population incomes. 
▪ Achieving security, safety and welfare for the community. 
▪ Providing necessary uses for residents within the same area such as services and working areas . 




▪ Controlling  the densities in areas and achieving better city growth. 
▪ Application the goals and standards of desirable urban development. 
▪ Promoting the development of community in the existing areas. 
▪ Developing mixed housing concept in a way that supports its positives and reduces any negatives . 
▪ Motivating and encouraging the investors to participate in development process in order to  
achieve suitable profitability for them . 
▪ Linking the development of the area with the comprehensive development of surrounding areas. 
▪ Improving the functional relationships between different land uses. 
▪ Assessing the development performance by measuring the application of the requirements in each 
detailed area. 
 
3.2 The main disadvantages of zoning policy 
▪ The difficulty of implementing some zoning types in the areas with private properties; because it 
does not give the landowners enough freedom in choose the most appropriate land use for them. 
▪ The social and economic isolation for some areas, as a result of applying some types of zoning . 
▪ The exclusion of some social groups after applying the requirements of the maximum population  
and housing densities. 
▪ The increasing distance between housing, work and services after land use separation. 
▪ Not achieving the justice between owners, which made only some owners benefit from zoning. 
▪ It is one of the costly policies of land use controlling decisions. 
▪ Changing the decisions of land use allocation in some areas. 
▪ Putting taxation for some properties only (unfair treatment).   



















Figure 2: The differences between zoning policy and planning permission (source: Author) 
 
4. Types of land use zoning regulations for land uses management 
Zoning policy has many types according to the aim of them, the types of their requirements and the time in 
which they appeared. The following points shows these types and the table no 1 summarizes the most important 
advantages and disadvantages for each type in the development the areas with private properties. 
4.1 Traditional zoning or Single-use zoning or Euclidean zoning 
It is one of the first and most widely used types of zoning, which appeared in the United States of America in 
1925 to express the division of any area into individual uses (residential, commercial, or industrial ...) as shown 
in figure 3. This type aims to separate incompatible uses and achieve health, safety and welfare standards 
without losing the economic value of the place [4]. 
4.2 Functional zoning 
This type is a development of traditional zoning, as it emphasizes the issue of land use separating more than 
mixing and adds detailed land use division such as commercial, residential, and industrial use as shown in figure 
4. In addition, it sets requirements for each use separately such as (density- area- building percentage- the 
detailed uses in it…) to increase the functional performance for each use, which differs from area to another 
according to the characteristics of area, its location and role towards surrounding areas [4]. 
Zoning policy 
Putting binding 
requirements for land use 
management  
Achieving the 
comprehensive plans and 
the population needs 
Motivation the developers 
to participate in 
development processes 
Covering the different   
urban levels up to land 
plot level 
Population participation 
in zoning decision 
Maintaining the 
characteristics and the 
identify of societies 
The possibility of 
modification and 
changing by local 
authorities  
  Performance evaluation 
of development process   










Figure 3: Traditional zoning or Euclidean zoning [13] Figure 4: Functional zoning type [4] 
 
4.3 Modified conventional zoning 
It concerned with mixed land use approach to address the negative aspects of separating process and the 
excessive restriction in determining only one land use in each location .In addition to putting some conditions 
for land uses densities and roads networks to avoid any problems from mixing [4,13], as shown in figure 5. 
4.4 Form- based codes or Transect-based codes 
It is one of modern types, which appeared in the early eighties and was associated with sustainability concept. It 
does not specify the kind of land uses but rather the development patterns for creation more sustainable 
societies. This comes through some rules of urban design for each area that control the functional relationships 
between buildings and their characteristics such as (design- size- form- location- dimensions of building lines..) 





Figure 5: Modified conventional zoning (source: Author) Figure 6: Form- based codes  or Transect-based 
codes (source: Author) 
4.5 Physical zoning 
This type depends on determining all physical characteristics of each zoning area, such as (building ratio- 
building heights– building shape- dimensions of side bounces- ratio of open spaces- building density..) as shown 
in figure 7, besides the kind of land use. This type aims to create an identity for each place, especially for 
downtown and historical areas [4,14]. 




4.6 Overlay zoning  
It gives additional conditions, which related to the comprehensive development plan for dealing with areas that 
have special characteristics and need more protection and preservation such as heritage and coastal areas. These 
additional conditions differ from area to another according to their needs, some  of which are represented in 
(permitted uses- protection zones- dimensions of land plots- suitable land use kind- building type- building 








Figure 7: Physical zoning type [4] Figure 8: Overlay zoning type [6] 
 
4.7 Guidelines zoning 
This type is guidelines for developing some uses such as open areas, services, commercial centers, utilities and 
service centers. Therefore, they are not applied to the whole area but rather to specific uses that need additional 
conditions to develop them as shown in figure 9 [15]. 
4.8 Incentive zoning 
This type appeared with the activation of the private sector role in development process, as it aims to revitalize 
some areas through a group of residential, service or commercial projects. Where local authorities put set of 
incentives for investors such as (providing roads and infrastructure- reducing taxes- increase building ratio and 
its density) as shown in figure 10, to build investment uses in exchange for providing the population needs from 











Figure 9. Guidelines zoning [15] Figure 10. Incentive zoning [4] 
 




4.9 Performance- impact zoning 
Performance- impact zoning is used by local authorities to direct the compatible uses only in addition to 
monitoring and evaluating the negative effects of different uses and determining the degree of achievement their 
objectives. This type uses a variety of performance indicators to regulate land uses, including (buildings size- 
buildings ratio- open areas and services ratio - working hours of non-residential uses- ratio of air pollution– the 
compatibility with nearby uses) as shown in figure 11 [16] 
4.10 Exclusionary zoning 
The exclusionary zoning was introduced in the early twentieth century to exclude specific social groups from 
being in some areas. Then it was recently used in the field of land use planning to exclude some uses (uses that 
are not allowed to exist in area), by controlling (the area of land  plot- building ratio-building  heights- building 
density- taxes and fees…) as shown in figure 12 . Therefore, this type is used to maintain the economic value of 








Figure 11: Performance- impact zoning  (source: Author) Figure 12: Exclusionary zoning (source: Author) 
 
4.11 Inclusionary zoning 
This type solves the issue of social separation in the previous type, especially when planning the new areas, by 
specifying building ratio for low-income housing (about 30% from the total site area) as shown in figure 13. 
Moreover binding the real estate developers to provide these units in exchange for a set of incentives such as sell 
land for them at low prices or give them a tax exemption [2]. 
4.12 Conditional zone 
This type gives the flexibility in providing some uses or changing the others in land plots with private  
ownerships to maintain the economic value of  those lands and meet the population’s demand from shops and 
services as shown  in figure 14. As long as there is no conflict with zoning vision and its general requirements to 
create a balance between development goals and the needs of residents and owners [2]. 









Figure 13: Inclusionary zoning (source: Author) Figure 14: Conditional zone  (source: Author) 
 
4.13 Intensity zoning  
This type makes the sufficient flexibility in choosing the appropriate kind of development for the owners of 
private properties, as long as they adhere with the permissible limits of density or number of housing units. 
Therefore, It is flexible not only in determining or changing the kind of land use, but also extends to the physical 
characteristics of buildings and their densities as shown in figure 15 [2]. 
4.14 Comprehensive zoning or hybrid zoning 
It is a modern type that combines the requirements and conditions of the previous types. It defines the kind of 
land uses and works to separate the uses in some areas, as well as measuring the performance of developed 
areas. In addition to granting suitable incentives to provide housing units, especially for low-income people. 
This type also seeks to preserve the shape of buildings, their size, design and heights in areas with the distinct 
personality such as downtown areas. Besides the flexibility in using land plots in some areas and providing more 







Figure 15: Intensity zoning (source: Author) Figure 16: Comprehensive zoning or hybrid zoning  
(source: Author) 
4.15 Land use spot zoning 
It is applied to one land plot or some land plots, but not to all land plots in the area. This is used when a 
difference occurs between the requirements of rezoning and the recommendations of development zoning in this 
area. This type gives an exceptions to lift any restrictions for some real estate owners especially, who own land 
with large areas or have an important activities as shown in figure 17 [4,5]. 




4.16 Land use plot zoning 
This type deals with each land plot separately, through the application of some requirements that are flexible in 
determining the kind of land uses and their characteristics, which is no conflict with the development vision of . 
surrounding area as shown in figure in figure 18 [4,5]. 
4.17 Land use plot rezoning 
Rezoning allows changing in land use for some land plots, when the proposed use by local authorities is 
incompatible with the desire of owners. This is done by submitting the owner a request to concerned government 




Figure 17: Land use spot zoning 
(source: Author) 
Figure 18: Land use plot zoning 
(source: Author) 
Figure 19: Land use plot rezoning 
(source: Author) 
 
Table 1: The advantages and disadvantages of each land use zoning in developing informal areas 














- It is used in areas that suffer from negative mixing 
in land use. 
- More common use by governments and planners. 
 - It supports the distancing between incompatible 
uses and encourages the existence of the compatible 
uses in the same site. 
- Enhances the land value by choosing the 
appropriate use for it . 
-It improves the built environment and reduces the 
pollution rates . 
- Incompatibility between the proposed uses and the 
desire of landowners. 
- Lack of  the flexibility in  organizing and managing 
land uses to keep up the dynamics of city structures. 
- Large distance between housing and work areas . 
- Restrict the possibility of any change or amendment 
in land use kind. 
-Social, economic and urban separation within 
residential areas. 
- Omission of other conditions such as density and 














- Its application is suitable for some areas that have a 
functional role for the surrounding areas 
- Improve functional performance for some land 
uses. 
-Achieve functional vision for each area and its 
integration with the surrounding areas. 
- Add other requirements besides the land use kind. 
- It needs to a clear development vision for each area. 
-Its requirements may conflict with general 
requirements. 
-This type causes some problems due to the 
developing of  some uses at the expense of others 
- It focuses on some required requirements only for 
development process. 
 

















- It is suitable for residential area that needs to 
provide services and job within it to reduce the 
distance between them. 
- It solves the negatives of land use separation. 
- Achieving some requirements  of recent 
development. 
- Diversity of land uses in the same unit of 
development. 
-Causing environmental problems from the 
incorporation of some land uses . 
-Difficulty in future modification in land uses 
characteristics. 
- It does not cover all  development requirements. 
- Difficult in implementation this type in areas with 













 -It is suitable for new areas due to the ease of 
applying the requirements of urban design in them 
compared to the existing areas. 
- It gives flexibility in using land plots. 
- It achieves good design for buildings. 
- Meet the needs and requirements of societies and 
create a distinct identity for them.  
- It does not specify the kind of land use, which may 
adversely affect the development of the area. 
- There is a need for clear urban design standards. 
- It is difficult to apply this type in the existing areas, 
which differ in their characteristics from urban design 
standards.  












 - It is suitable for developing areas with distinctive 
characteristics. 
- Control the kind of land use and the physical 
properties of buildings 
- Achieves good design, form and function for 
buildings. 
-Preserves the identity of each area. 
- The difficulty of future change in land use kind. 
- There is sometimes an incompatibility between the 
physical properties of buildings and their land use 
kind. 
- It does not cover all  development requirements. . 












- Suitable for areas with special characteristics that 
need additional requirements to protect and preserve 
them . 
- Achieving future requirements of development. 
- Merging between the comprehensive plan and  the 
zoning plan. 
- This type needs detailed planning and design criteria 
for dealing with special nature areas. 
- Needs good management from the stage of 
information collection until implementation and 
follow-up  stage. 
- There is a conflict sometimes between the added and 














- Contributing in developing some vital land uses 
such as commercial, service, and industrial uses . 
- Helps planners, owners, and investors to deal with 
these uses efficiently. 
-They are flexible and vary from use to another and 
from place to place. 
-These guidelines may conflict with some general 
requirements. 
-There is sometimes an  effect of developing some 
uses on the surrounding uses . 
-It does not take into account a vision of the area with 












- It is suitable for application in areas with 
investment opportunities. 
- It proposes suitable land uses for the economic 
value of the place. 
- Achieves the variety of land uses, including 
housing, work and services, besides flexibility in 
development. 
- Brings some returns to the state, the private sector, 
and civil society . 
-There is a conflict sometimes between the 
stakeholders, besides the imbalance between their 
goals. 
- High cost of provided incentives by local authorities 
in some cases. 
-The private sector changes in some requirements to 
achieve his profitability. 




















-Ensures the achievement of development goals 
through performance evaluation indicators. 
- Supports the existence of compatible uses in 
different zones. 
-Monitors land uses and work to reduce their 
negative effects. 
- Avoids not complying with planning and design 
controls and requirements. 
-There are some non-measurable requirements and 
standards . 
-The Flexibility in application may lead to random 
implementation through some owners 
-It needs good management for monitoring, follow-up 
and evaluation 
-There is a need for comprehensive performance 
evaluation criteria. 


















-Avoid unwanted or incompatible uses from being in 
the area and improve the quality of life. 
-Maintain the economic value of the place and the 
social privacy. 
-Reduce the congestion rates and solving some 
environmental problems. 
-There is social isolation for some areas. 
- The lack of diversity in land uses in the same area. 
-This type is suitable only for some levels of housing 
(such as high-income housing areas). 
















- It reduces social separation and helps to mix 
different social groups in the same area. 
-It provides low-income housing units at low cost. 
-It works to activate the participation of the private 
sector in development process. 
- It helps to diversify land uses in each area. 
- It is more suitable for controlling land uses in the 
new areas than the existing ones. 
- Needs a good management from local authorities to 
follow up the implementation process. 
- It needs mechanisms for effective partnership with 













- Providing the residents' needs from services, jobs 
and activities. 
-Achieves satisfaction for the owners of land plots. 
- Flexibility in changing land uses. 
- Maintaining the economic values of land plots.  
- It needs a good management to determine the limits 
of permissible change in land use to avoid 
randomness. 
- Some owners only have the flexibility in changing 
their uses. 
- There is sometimes a negative impact on the other 











 -Achieves satisfaction for the owners in determining 
the exploitation type of their properties. 
-It gives flexibility to the developers and the 
investors to make better use for their investments. 
-Flexibility in changing land uses and buildings 
characteristics. 
-Maintaining the economic values for land plots.  
-It needs good management to determine the limits of 
permissible change in land uses to avoid randomness 
- Only some owners have a flexibility in changing 
their uses. 
- There is sometimes a negative impact on the other 
uses or conflict with the development vision, as a 



























- It is suitable for applying in different areas. 
-Achieves comprehensive development for zones. 
-Achieves good management for land uses. 
- It combines many requirements and conditions for 
land use management. 
- Create a relative compatibility between the 
objectives of different development parties . 
- The complexity and multiplicity of its requirements. 
-Conflict between the types of conditions and 
requirements that may lead to the random application . 
- There is a need to define the appropriate conditions 
for each area to achieve its development goals. 
- The Increasing in its flexibility beyond the limits of 











- This type is satisfactory to some landowners. 
- Achieves flexibility in suggestion the kind of land 
uses and their characteristics. 
- The possibility of modification the development 
plan for the public interest. 
The lack of clarity in the development vision and its 
requirements. 
- Exceptions in changing some land uses may have a 
negative impact on urban environments. 
- It achieves the goals of some owners only. 















- Achieve an acceptance from the owners of 
buildings and land plots. 
-It is flexible in determining the kind of land uses in 
each land plot. 
- It links between the use of each land plot of and the 
total development vision for the area. 
- Failure in specifying the suitable requirements for 
each land plot may lead to randomness. 
- Only Some landowners benefit form this type. 
- There is a need to control the kind of land uses and 
their characteristics in order to achieve development 
goals. 
















- The possibility of a change in the kind of land uses 
and their characteristics. 
- Achieves a balance between the goals of the 
different parties. 
- The possibility of modification in the development 
plan for the public interest. 
- A conflict may arise between a landlord's desire and 
a development plan. 
- The lack of a clear development plan because of 
these amendments in land uses 
-- needs good procedures for implementation this type. 
Source: Author according to the references of [4,5,8,9,10,11,12]. 
 
 




5. The main procedures and requirements for application zoning and rezoning in development informal 
areas 
 






















Figure 20: The process of land use zoning and rezoning in development informal areas (Source: Author) 
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6. Tools of application land use zoning in developing privately ownership areas 
International experiences in this field have indicated that the choice of land use zoning types depends on a 
number of factors, which are the functional role of the area in the broader scope, as well as its main internal 
characteristics and the ownership patterns within it. In addition the interests of each landowner without wasting 
the economic values of the place or causing any increase in government spending towards paying the necessary 
compensation for implementation the zoning plan. All the types of land use zoning use some tools for dealing 
with private properties, which differ according to the type of owner and the degree of compatibility between 



























Figure 21: Tools of land use zoning for developing privately ownership areas (Source Author according to the 
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- Removing buildings 
and rebuilding them 
in case of their 
deterioration. 
- Putting facilities in 
building permits. 
-Purchasing of 
buildings and land 
for development. 
- Expropriation and 
paying an appropriate 
compensation. 
-Permission to build 
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has the same use. 
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other sites. 
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investment and tax 
exemptions. 
-Negotiating  to 
purchase  the land for 
the state. 
-Offering  suitable 
alternative land for 
investment within the 
site at the same price. 
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development in some 
areas in exchange for 
reducing them in 
others. 
-Building housing 
units for low-income 
people in return for 
granting land for 
investment. 
-Allowing additional 
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residential area and 
its housing units. 
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7. Development informal areas with private properties in Egypt 
7.1 Problems of developing informal areas with private properties 
Land use zoning in Egypt is used for managing land uses in different areas, especially the informal ones by 
selection the suitable type of zoning and putting some conditions and recommendations for detailed areas, 
according to their environmental, social and economic characteristics. Most of these types are not taken into 
consideration the level of land plots and their ownership patterns. This led to some obstacles related to private 
properties in more than 60% of development projects as shown in the following points [22,23,24]: 
▪ The refusal of citizens and owners to implement state' plans that focus on evacuating the area and 
changing its land use. 
▪ The inadequacy of government compensation, whether financial or in kind. 
▪ Not taking all the requirements of owners and residents when preparing land use zoning. 
▪ Multiple and intertwined properties for the same land plot and there is no clear database of 
ownership patterns in many projects. 
▪ Not using the policy of tenure rights security in the most of projects, although the proposed uses 
are similar with the current uses. 
▪ State disruption towards the provision of drawings. demolition issuance and building licenses 
when applying the policy of empowerment (Self-development for homes). 
▪ Incompatibility between the area of private properties and development proposals. 
Therefore, there is a needs to formulate a new vision for dealing with private properties through choosing the 
appropriate types of land use zoning and offering alternatives tools to implement these with the least possible 
government funding  and without any disagree from owners and population. 
7.2 Land use zoning tools for developing informal areas with private properties in Egypt 
Egypt has adopted many policies to develop slums during the previous periods, which used many tools for 
dealing with private properties as shown in figure 22. The first policy was ignoring and neglecting for informal 
areas in the late of  1970s, therefore there were no tools for dealing with properties during this period   . After that, 
the first development attempt for informal areas appeared in early 1980s through the recognition of the existence 
of informal areas and direction to apply the policy of removal to limit their spread and get rid of any 
encroachments on state-owned lands and protect the public properties [23,24]. During this policy, there were 
neglecting for social dimensions and the stability of the population and owners whose their properties were 
dispossessed in exchange for low financial compensation. With the increasing of informal areas and the 
expansion of their area, the state tended to implement the second policy in the late eighties, which called slum 
packing to limit their growth through putting urban boundaries for them. However, this policy was not 
successful and there was a greater spread of informal areas on private agricultural lands in addition to the 




expansion of construction on State-owned desert lands that characterized by their low price. These areas have 
emerged as a result of the absence of monitoring and follow-up from the state, besides the unclear housing 
policy for low-income social groups during this period [23,25]. Therefore, the housing policies in the new cities 
were developed from 1990s to meet the needs of low-income people, in addition to using new policies of 
development the informal areas through the application of a more participatory policy because of high costs of 
removal policy and the civil society's rejection for the removal decisions. This participatory policy focused on 
developing informal areas without any clearance except  the degraded ones and used the suitable land use zoning 
types for each area according to its role, characteristics and needs. These types dealt with private properties 
through expropriation, financial compensation, providing alternative units in new cities or in same site after its 
development and the participation of different owners in the development process to implement health and 
safety standards [26]. Although the participatory policy has achieved some of the development requirements, the 
integrated organization and management for land uses in informal areas were not been completed. This led to 
formulate some laws of building and planning such as the Unified Building Law in 2008 for controlling the 
characteristics of different urban environments in a sustainable way and implementing development plans that 
aim to improve the living conditions in those informal areas  [27]. In 2008, the Informal Settlements 
Development Fund (ISDF) was established, which classified the informal areas into two groups (unsafe areas 
with four degrees of risk and unplanned areas). Each type had suitable program and tools for dealing with 
properties and achieving development goals as shown in the following points: In the case of unsafe areas with 
the first degree of risk, the inhabitants are transferred to nearby areas in alternative units or compensated them 
financially. While population in the areas with second degree of risk were dealt with them through relocating or 
resettling or developing their urban environments without any transferring according to the characteristics of 
each area. Besides, the areas with third degree of risk need only some improvements in the infrastructure and 
services without removal or transferring the residents. Moreover, in the fourth degree of risk, there is a 
negotiation with the population to legalize their possession and on the other side; the unplanned areas are 
developed without transferring of their population and with the least of financial or in-kind negotiations [28]. 
The tools of dealing with private properties during the period from 2008 to 2011 were characterized by high 
government spending towards building permanent or temporary alternative units or paying the financial 
compensation or direct financing for development process. In addition to the lack of suitable alternatives for 
residents to choose from, therefore, there was a need to new tools and attempts for reducing that spending and 
achieve the desired development goals [29]. However, these attempts stopped during the revolution period due 
to the instability of the political situation until the year of 2016, in which ISDF set up programs to develop 
slums. Each program used some tools to deal with the properties to implement development plans and visions, 
as shown in the following points [29]: 
▪ The first program for developing life-threatening areas, which located within natural hazards or 
near the high pressure or railways, whether on state or private properties. In this, case the dealing with 
properties was through immediate removal and some alternatives are provided to owners and 
population such as (financial compensation- transferring to alternative housing units in the new cities or 
to temporary units- paying rental values for a specific period until the appropriate housing units are 
available- providing lands in other sites for self-construction). This has been applied in the projects of 
Ezbet Khairallah- Al-Duweqa - Istbal Antar. 




▪ The second program for developing unfavorable housing on state property, which characterized 
by cracked or dilapidated housing. In this program, the state followed some alternatives to deal with 
properties such as (gradual replacement with the existence of population and raising the current 
building density- transferring the residents to other state properties- rehabilitation of housing by the 
state or through the population by providing them easy loans- providing low financial compensation- 
negotiating with population to legalize their conditions and financing them to build new housing units), 
This has been applied in the projects of the Arsha area in Al-Marj district, Ramlet Bulaq area, Ash 
Bakri in Shubra Al-Khaimah And the nest of Sudan Street in the Dokki district). 
▪ The third program for development the inadequate housing areas on the lands under the 
jurisdiction of the central authorities such as Agriculture ministry, Endowments and the national 
authorities. These areas are dealt with them through some tools (gradual replacement and raising the 
building density-transferring the population to other areas- providing appropriate financial 
compensation- negotiating with population to legalize their conditions and financing them to build new 
housing units). These tools were applied in the projects of railway nest in Badrasheen, Al Samakin 
district in Sohag, and Al Ashraf area in Minya. 
▪ The Fourth program for developing inadequate housing areas on private properties lands, this 
program deals with private properties through some tools such as (granting permits for demolition, 
rebuilding and maintenance works- allow to self-development without interference from the 
government-  removal by the state and paying compensation in the form of expropriation and financial 
compensation- alternative lands inside or outside the site- alternative housing units inside or outside the 
site- the amendment in land holdings by merging or dividing).These tools were applied in the projects 
of the Nile area in Al-Ayyat, the areas of the bath, the pilgrims, and Abu Murad in the Luxor 
governorate . 
▪ The Fifth program for developing inadequate housing areas on unstable tenure areas and 
unknown properties. These areas have not information about the types ownership, and in this case the 
available tools to residents are represented in (transferring the population to new housing units outside 
the site at low prices- legalizing their possession and developing their housing). 
Despite the multiplicity of used tools in the previous programs, the owners' adherence to the place and their 
properties remains the constant challenges, which face the development process of informal areas. Therefore, the 
state is looking nowadays for other appropriate tools for all owner-parties to implement development plans with 
the lowest government spending. These tools can be achieved by choosing suitable land use zoning which is 

















Figure 22: The main tools for dealing with private properties in the polices of developing informal areas 
(Source Author) 
 
7.3 Distribution of the informal areas with private properties in Egypt 
The development and re-planning projects in Egypt were represented in the removal projects for unsafe areas 
(there are 22 areas in six governorates) and the development projects for 25 informal areas which were built on 
state properties in 13 governorates, in addition to development projects for eight areas which were built on the 
properties of central authorities in 6 governorates and the development projects for three areas which built on 
private properties.  
Most of these projects were concentrated in the governorates of Cairo and Giza, as Cairo governorate included 
36% of the total informal areas' population in Egypt. Moreover, the statistics of the Informal Settlements 
Development Fund shows that the number of unsafe areas in Cairo governorate reaches about 50 areas, of which 
distributed into four degrees of severity (14, 25. 10 and one area in order). These areas are existed in 15 districts 
that differ in their ownerships types as shown in the following table 2 . 
 This table also shows that Maspero Triangle area is one of the largest unsafe areas and has many types of 
properties. Therefore, this paper selects it as a case study to determine its land use zoning types and tools for 
dealing with private ownerships. In addition to clarification the most important challenges of zoning process to 
solve it and achieve the balance between the goals of private owners and development goals in this project and 
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Table 2: Distribution of unsafe areas in the districts of Cairo governorate and their ownership types [31,32,33]  
Divi-
sion 







































Ezbet Al Arab 1 5.52 600 State 
Batn elbagar 
1 
3.5 120 private Ezbet Al Arab 2 15.7 1421 State 
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Khairallah 1 



































62.6 1273 State 
Ain Alsira 1.9 174 State Compost land 4 676 State 
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5.1 480 State Elnarsh 3.1 661 State 
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28.3 2525 State Small areas 1.6 113 State 
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2 
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8. Land use zoning types and tools in the project of Mosapero triangle –Cairo governorate 
Maspero Triangle area is one of the degraded slums located in the central area of Cairo Governorate. It is 
classified as an unsafe area with the second degree of risk ( ISDF classification). Some agencies also deal with 
it as a historical area not as informal area, which needs to be developed to preserve its heritage value 
(classification of National Organization for Urban Harmony). On the other side, according to its urban structure 
characteristics, it can be classified as a re-planning area or an unplanned, which does not adhere to planning and 
design standards [34]. 
8.1 Location and area of Mosapero triangle project 
Maspero project is located in one of the oldest district in Cairo governorate  ( Bulaq Abu El Ela district - West 
Cairo City) on an area of 74 feddan with total population size of 18 thousand person . It is characterized by high 
economic value as a result of its location between some vital areas such as Zamalek in the west, downtown in 
the south and Shubra in the north, as shown in Figure 23. it is surrounded also by the Nile Corniche  in the north, 
the 26th of July Street in the eastern and northern side, while in the southern side, there are Al-Galaa Street and 
Abdel-Moneim Riad Square as shown in the following figure 24 [35]. 
 
 
Figure 23: Surrounding districts in Mosapero project (Source: 
Author) 
Figure 24: The boundaries of Maspero 
Triangle project (Source: Author) 
8.2 Land ownership types in Mosapero area 
The ownership types in the Maspero Triangle area vary between public and private ownerships, the first one is 
the private ownerships which appear in 13.5% of the total area for the owners of the real estates and lands with 
small land plots, in addition to the residents who rent those real estates. The second type is the ownership of 
investment companies that represent 21.5% of the total area for the Kuwaiti company and 3.7% for a Saudi 
company.  While the public ownership is the state’s ownership, which is about 14.5%  for the Ministry of 
Information, 13.5% for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and 11.5% for the Maspero Company. The rest 
percentages are distributed  between other investment companies and the ownership of Cairo Governorate, in 
addition to some properties that are unknown as shown in figure 25 [36]. 






Figure 25: Land ownership types in Mosapero triangle area [36,37] 
 
8.3 Main characteristics of Mosapero area before the development process 
Maspero Triangle area is characterized by a set of urban, social and economic characteristics that have an effect 
on  putting the zoning plans and their requirements . In addition to choosing the suitable tools for dealing with 
private properties to implement these plans. The following points shows these characteristics [36,37].   
8.3.1 Physical and Urban characteristics 
a. The total area of Maspero Triangle is about 74 feddan, of which 42 feddan are an unsafe area with 
a second-class risk and 58.5 feddan are development area as shown in figure 26. 
b. The area is located near the Egyptian Museum and Tahrir Square and includes some land uses 
with historical, tourism and media values (30% of the total building area), which need to be 
preserved and developed their surrounding areas, such as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the 
Italian Consulate, the Radio and Television Building and Dar Al Maaref Building.  
c. The existing land uses within the area vary between (residential– residential mixed - residential 
commercial- religious- cultural and social- administrative uses- craft uses- tourist uses ), where the 
percentage of residential use reaches to more than 40% as shown in figure 26. 
d. Most of the administrative, education and social uses appear on state-owned lands, while 
residential and commercial uses are found on privately owned lands, whether for small owners or 
companies. 
e. The percentage of deteriorated buildings in the area reached about 20% of the total buildings in 
2006, and the rest is in moderate condition, while this percentage increased to more than 40% 




before the development period (in 2011), according to the studies of the Informal Settlements 
Fund . 
f. Average building heights in the area ranges from 2 to 4 floors . 
g. The area lacks from paved internal roads with adequate widths (internal roads reaches less than 6 
meters) and has less areas for open green.  
h. The average number of units in each residential building ranges from 5 to 10 units and the average 
area of each unit is about 50 square meters. 
i. The area of most land plots in Maspero Triangle ranges from 40 to 200 m2, which owned by small 
owners, while the other plots exceed 1000 m2, which owned by companies . 
8.3.2 Socio-economic characteristics 
a. The economic activities within the area are represented in the commercial activities such as shops 
of selling clothes, toys and furniture, in addition to the craft activities such as workshops of car 
repair, aluminum, iron and carpentry.  
b. Most of the commercial activities are concentrated on the main roads, while the craft activities are 
located within the residential area, and intertwined with the residential use. 
c. More than 70% of the total population works within the site in commercial, crafts and service 
activities, while the rest works in nearby surrounding areas. 
d. Most of buildings and land are owned by the private sector (more than 80%) and Its exploitation 
systems vary between (Tamlek systems- rent- usufruct), and the rent system is the predominant 
percentage (more than 60%), in which the average rental values of residential reach about 50 
pounds per month. 
e. The area is characterized by its high economic value, especially the parts that are near from the 
Nile Corniche, the downtown area and 26th of July Street . 
f. The population size of the Maspero Triangle area is approximately 20 thousand person which has 
been characterized by a decline since the 1960s due to the demolition of many buildings and the 
increase in the ownerships of companies and investors. 
g. The social characteristics of the Maspero Triangle area differ from the surrounding areas, as it is 
inhabited by low-income social groups while the other areas such as downtown, Zamalek and 
Shubra are inhabited by Medium and high incomes. 
h. The existence of civil society organizations such as the Maspero Youth union which represents the 
residents of the area to attend the meetings with officials of the (Cairo Governorate, the Slums 
Fund, and planning authorities), to suggest the appropriate development plan for them and 
preserve the residents' rights for the adequate housing. 






















Figure 25: Distribution of land uses and their ratios in Mosapero triangle area [36,37] 
 
8.4 Land use zoning types in Maspero Triangle project and the ways of dealing with private properties 
Maspero area had many development process from the period of Ismail Pasha's rule (1830-1890), as the area 
was given to Circassians Pasha, who became its owner and benefited from the area by renting it for some time 
until the year of the revolution (1952). Then Maspero area became Waqf for old tenants and workers for a period 
of 20 years. During this period, many families stabilized within the area and they became the land owners over 
time. After the war of October 1973, some residents sold parts of the area (half of the total land plots) to 
companies (Kuwaiti, Saudi and Maspero companies) [37,38,39]. The dealing with private properties in Maspero 
Triangle area began in 1959 by confiscating some lands and buildings for construction the Ministry of 
Information, removal of some residential buildings in 1980 to build the Ramses Hilton Hotel and confiscating 
another land in 1989 for construction the Ministry of Foreign Affairs  Form this date, there was a restructuring 
of the urban area as a result of many confiscations and demolitions of buildings for construction the 
administrative and tourist buildings, in addition to the demolition of many buildings after their deterioration and 
fall during the earthquake of 1992 [37,40]. In 2005, the Cairo 2050 plan aimed to develop Cairo governorate and 
Bulaq district. Through this plan there was a vision to develop Maspero Triangle area and turn it into an 
administrative and financial center, besides its role as historical and cultural center as shown in figure 27 [38]. 
Before 2008, there was no land use zoning at the level of Maspero area except the zoning and plans for Cairo 
governorate, which put development vision for its districts and areas. Then, there were many attempts to 
conceptualize and develop land uses in Maspero for achieving its development visions [37] The first attempt was 
Maspero Triangle' plan in 2009 by (consultant Hossam Youssef) according to the proposal of the Cairo 
Governorate, so that its zoning division included investment areas, administrative and financial centers and did 
not include any residential areas for the residents, but for other social groups as shown in figure 28. [40,41] This 
zoning dealt with private properties by expropriation process and transferring of residents outside the site. In 




addition to compensating them with housing units in new cities such as six October City and Al-Nahda City, or 
providing them financial compensation without any kind of other negotiations with them [37]. 
 
However, this proposal was not accepted by the population and many demonstrations took place to express the 
rejection of the project due to the fact that more than 70% of the residents work within the site and the rest work 
in nearby sites that do not need to use public transportation. in addition to the diversity of means of  
transportation in Maspero that connect it with other areas in Cairo and Giza  [39]. In 2010, an organized 
competition by the Urban Planning Authority and Cairo Governorate was held to develop the downtown area 
and achieve the vision of the 2050 plan. The Associated Consultants Office  won this competition and  putted a 
plan for developing downtown area, Bulaq Abu Al-Ela district and Khedivial Cairo area with the Maspero 
Triangle as shown in the figure 29. This plan supported the same previous idea of developing Maspero area as 
an administrative and financial center through replacing the poor people with higher social classes and building 
high towers through expropriation the current private properties and  transferring the residents outside the site. 
Many decisions have been released to evacuate the population and implement the proposed development plan, 
but the residents also rejected this project and there was a disruption for the project during the revolution period 
due to the instability of the political situation in the state [37]. Moreover, the residents demanded in 2013 
through their representatives (Maspero Youth union) to stay in the area after the development process without 
moving them outside the Maspero area. Therefore, Cairo Governorate proposed to build a number of residential 
towers inside the area on about 6 feddan for the residents and the rest of the area for investors and companies. 
Despite this suggestion, it was not implemented due to the inability to accommodate the population on this small 
allocated area [39]. With the establishment of the MURIS (Ministry of state for Urban Renewal and Informal 
Settlement) in 2014, the Maspero Triangle project was developed by thinking about participatory zoning through 
consultation and partnership with residents, investors and all parties that own land and real estate in the area. 








Figure 27: Cairo governorate plan 2005 and 
development of  Maspero Triangle [38]. 
 
Figure 28: A proposal of developing Maspero Triangle 
area by the consultant Hossam Youssef [42] 
 




dimensions of urban, social, economic and environmental. In addition to discussion the project with the residents 
and their representatives ((Maspero Youth union) and all related parties to get the consensus between the 
different the goals of the stakeholders [36].The project of MADD relied on redistributing the land properties in a 
way that divided Maspero area into investment areas to achieve returns for the investors, residential areas for 
residents who want to reside in the area after the development process, areas that have Historical and cultural 
values and areas for services and recreational activities to serve residents and investors as shown in figure 30 ( 
strategic concept for Maspero area) [36]. 
The following figure 31 shows the main steps of formulation land use zoning and strategic concept for 





Figure 30: Steps of formulation land use zoning and strategic concept for developing Maspero area (Source: 
Author) 
The dealing with private properties through this project varies between (financial compensation of about 50 
thousand pounds for each room-  alternative apartments outside the project area-  new apartments in the project 
after  collecting small private properties along 26th of July Street which have an area 12 feddan and own by the 
state and some companies). The residents get theses new apartments by choosing suitable method of utilization 
for them such as (owning the housing unit through paying monthly installments of up to 400 pounds for a period 
of 20 years- rent for a period of 50 years with a rental value of up to EGP 170 per month(.[36,37]. 
 
  
Figure 29: The plan of developing downtown area 
[42] 
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According to the previous strategic concept of Maspero area, the Ministry of state for Urban Renewal announced 
for a competition in 2015 to prepare a detailed plan for project implementation which was won by Foster and 
Partners' office. This detailed plan divided Maspero into six areas as shown in figure 31 (residential use on an 
area of 20 thousand square meters for about 14 thousand inhabitants and includes a number of residential 
buildings about 27 buildings with a height of 36 meters and multi-use activities in a cultural, historical and 
service center center- investment uses with  medium density near the residential area - investment uses with 
High density on the Corniche - recreational areas - commercial areas - heritage areas).The rest of project area is 
distributed to the owners according to the share of each owner before the development process and this area will 
be used according the recommendations of the plan. [40,41]. 
 
Figure 31:  A proposal of developing Maspero Triangle area by Foster and Partners' office [43] 
After the cancellation of the Ministry of state for Urban Renewal in 2015, the project was transferred to the 
responsibility of the Ministry of Housing, which undertook the meeting with the different owners in Maspero to 
negotiate with them for project implementation satisfactorily. The Ministry of Housing developed the ways of 
dealing with private properties by suggesting some alternatives, which differ according to the type of owner. The 
available alternatives for the owners of land and real estates are (participation in development process with their 
lands through building new housing units for residents after deducting a percentage from their land for roads and 
services- obtaining another land in or out the site at the same value and price- obtaining financial compensation 
after the dispossessing of their land) [41]. While the available alternatives for residents are obtaining new 
housing unit with an area that ranges between 60 to 75 m2 and with old rent system in the same area. The rental 
value of these units varies between 2500 to 3000 pounds per month which are paid through the monthly interest 
of compensation amount (60 thousand pounds for each room) and what the residents pay monthly as price 
difference (300 to 1500 pounds). In addition to the new housing units with the ownership system (ownership 
rent) by paying the compensation value as a down payment and paying the rest of the amount in monthly 
installments over 20 or 30 years. The total price of unit with ownership system ranges between 350 thousand 
pounds to 750 thousand pounds, and the monthly installment ranges between 600 to 3000 pounds per month. 
The other alternatives are  financial compensation for leaving the area, which ranges between 100 to 280 
thousand pounds, or getting new housing unit in Alsmarat area with no down payment and installments for a 
period of 30 years. [36,37,40,41]. The owners of non-residential units are compensated with one of the following 
alternatives (new commercial activity unit in the area - rental or ownership housing unit in new cities - obtaining 




new housing unit in the same area under the rent or ownership system - appropriate financial compensation for 
them).There was no vision about the dealing with the investment uses in Maspero area, and nowadays the 
Ministry of Housing attempts to negotiate with (Saudi and Kuwaiti companies and the Holding Company for 
Construction) to purchase a number of their land plots (160  land plots) at market prices to establish investment 
projects through a group of investors. The alternatives for companies were collecting their properties in the area 
to establish investment uses or buying their land at market price by the state.After putting the all alternatives for 
dealing with the different types of private properties, The percentage of residents who preferred to remain in the 
area reached about 22%, in which most of them owned commercial activities within the area,. In addition to 77% 
preferred to leave the area, and 1% rejected the project. The residents who left the area  only 5% choosed to 
move to Alsmarat area and the rest decided to obtain financial compensation. The final detailed plan was 
adopted in 2018 as shown in figure 32 and the Ministry of Housing determined a period for implementing the 
project, which is about 5 years, so that the government builds units for the population and the owners of land and 
real estate sell or invest their lands according to the recommendations of zoning [41]. 
 
 
The following figure 32 shows the development of land use zoning types in Maspero area through all 







Figure 31: the final detailed plan for developing Maspero Triangle area [44] 




Figure 32: Land use zoning types and tools in Maspero area through all development attempts (Source: Author) 
 
9. The main challenges of private properties when applying land use zoning for re-planning Maspero 
Triangle area 
The final re-planning project of Maspero area used some types of land use zoning which represented in the 
traditional zoning to separate incompatible uses, modified zoning to introduce some mixed land use in some 
areas for investment and overlay zoning to preserve historical, administrative and tourist areas as existing uses. 
These types of zoning faced a set of challenges related to the existence of different types of private properties, 
which are represented in (real estate and landowners- residents- companies- state properties- unknown 
properties). The following table shows these challenges according to the ownerships patterns. 
 
 




Table 3: The main challenges of private properties when applying land use zoning for re-planning Maspero area  
Type of 
ownership 






















-Incompatibility of compensation values 
with the economic value of the land. 
-Difficulty in property consolidation in 
some areas. 
-The proposed land use in zoning differs 
from the desires of the owners. 
- Transferring craft activities that exist 
in their properties. 
- Difficulty in changing land use after 
putting the zoning.  
-Some landowners refused to leave their 
lands. 
-Owners are obligated to change the 
craft activities to commercial activities 
which are not suitable for them. 
- The inflexibility of the requirements in 
meeting the needs of owners. 
- Executing the decisions of property 
expropriation without the negotiation 
with some owners. 
-Unfair price estimation for some land 
plots. 
- Useless of their land reusing requests. 
- Pay extra high fees if they want to 
increase the building heights in their 
properties. 
-Most of land owners have land plot 
with an area of 50m2 which are not 
suitable for proposed land use. 
- Low prices of alternative lands in new 
























.-They own land plots in different places 
which spread over the site. 
- Inappropriate price estimation for some land 
plots which owned by companies. 
-Not specifying for zoning type that offered 
investment uses for companies in the new 
land use zoning. 
- Requiring companies to build housing units 
for the population in exchange for obtaining 
land plots in investment areas. 
-Companies bought many land plots and 
housing buildings from landowners and 
residents. 
- The companies refused to negotiate with the 
state to sell some of their land plots. 
- These companies owned a large portion of 
the area. 
-There are no binding requirements for the 
investment zone within the project. 
-There are no encouraging investment 









-Continuing administrative uses as constants 
in the new division, which weakened its 
flexibility. 
- The state does not own all the allocated 
lands for building residential units. 
-Weak government funding to pay 
compensation, build housing units or buy 
land from companies. 
-There are no clear requirements for 
investment, historical and value areas that 
lead to a negative impact on the objectives 
of the zoning. 
- Failure to take into account the appropriate 
activities for population in the new zoning. 
- Segregation between land uses without any 
goal or consideration the functional 
complementarily between them. 
- Concentrating the investment uses in one 
area despite the multiplicity of areas with 
high economic values in the project. 
- There is no clarity for the provided 
incentives to investors to use their properties 
in a manner consistent with the plan. 
-Lack of flexibility in changing or modifying 








- Some residents refused to leave the 
area or move outside it. 
- Increasing the value of the monthly 
installments of new housing units 
compared to the residents’income level. 
- Low compensation value compared to 
the economic value of old residential 
units. 
-The absence of craft activities in the 
new zoning that some residents work in. 
-Transferring most of the residents' 
work activities outside the area. 
- Providing alternative housing units for 
the residents in Asmarat project, which 
are far from services and workplaces. 
- The new housing units have small area 
that do not meet the residents'needs 
-some residents have not ownership 
documents, which made it difficult to 
compensate them. 
-Unsuitable price estimation for some 
old residential units. 
- Residents bear a  high price difference 
to obtain new housing units that exceed 

















-There are no ownership documents for 
some land plots. 
-Lack of an updated database of ownership 
patterns. 
-Multiplicity of owners for the same land 
plot. 
 




10. Results and Recommendations 
This paper discusses the types and tools of land use zoning for dealing with private properties in re-planning  
informal areas. These types and tools differ in the degree of their compatibility with the boundaries and 
characteristics of private properties as the previous studies and international experiences have shown that there 
are about 17 types of land use zoning. The appropriate type is chosen for development each informal area in 
order to meet the requirements of the various development parties and owners with the least government 
spending. These types were represented in:  
The first type (traditional zoning) which concerned with identifying specific one kind of land use in each zone 
and separation between the incompatible uses - The second type (functional zoning)  puts conditions for each  
kind of use to increase its functional performance but also preserves the separation between incompatible uses  - 
The third type (modified zoning ) allows a combination of uses or mixed land use to meet the needs of residents 
and owners – The fourth type (form based code) determines the development pattern in each zone without 
specifying the kind of land use to give more flexibility for owners- The fifth type (physical zoning) sets all 
required physical characteristics in each zone to distinguish it – The sixth type (overlay zoning) controls only 
land uses through what is allowed, and not allowed  in addition to what can be added and what must be protected 
from uses- The seventh type (guideline zoning) which sets conditions for specific uses only for its development 
and not for all uses in the area- the eighth type (incentive zoning) creates incentives for investors to develop 
some zones- the ninth type (performance-impact zoning) identifies some standards of measuring development 
performance for land uses to achieve sustainability for all area in all dimensions- the tenth type ( exclusionary 
zoning) does not specify the kind of land uses in the area but puts only some conditions which supports the 
existence of specific uses and avoids the others- the eleventh type (inclusionary zoning) defines a percentage for 
all uses to allow all levels of housing and desired uses to exist in the area- the twelfth type (conditional zone) 
gives flexibility in dealing with uses by allowing increased density, removal, addition, development or change 
current uses within the area- Thirteenth type     ) intensity zoning) distributes the densities only within the area 
without specifying the types of land uses- the fourteen type (comprehensive zoning) which uses all the previous 
types in the same area in order to achieve its development goals and prevents the rights of owners- the fifteenth 
type (spot zoning) allows flexibility in dealing with some large land plots-  the sixteenth type (land use plot 
zoning) puts flexible requirements for each plot of land to achieve a balance between the owners' requirements 
and the development visions- the seventeenth type (land use rezoning) deals with each land plots and allows to 
change its land use within the acceptable limits. The balanced development of any informal area depends on 
selection the appropriate type of land use zoning from the previous types. The selected type must be compatible 
with the types and characteristics of private properties and has less expensive tools, which far from financial or 
in-kind  compensation and satisfactory to all owners. Therefore the results of the previous studies indicated the 
importance of using new tools for dealing with private properties to implement zoning plan in a way that does 
not conflict with the vision of development and fulfills the requirements of the owners and residents. The most 
important of these tools are (collecting or dividing land plots- deducting small areas from land plots for 
development purposes in exchange for an acceptable compensation- flexibility in changing land use kinds, 
densities, dimensions, or addition the new uses- granting incentives to investors - granting loans to owners for 
self-development). On the other side , the results of Egyptian case study (the project of re-planning the Maspero 




area) showed  that the final project uses traditional land use zoning such as traditional and mixed zoning , which 
do not take into account the boundaries or characteristics of all private properties. These led to using a number 
of tools to deal with to implement the project, which was characterized by the high government spending such as 
the financial compensation , alternative units or lands in addition to the costly negotiations with companies. For 
these reasons, this paper raises a set of recommendations related to land use zoning types to be applied in the 
Maspero project or future projects for re-planning informal areas. Those recommendations are: 
▪ Defining only the main types of land use to give the owners enough freedom to choose suitable use. 
▪ Implementing the separation of land use in limited cases which have only a negative impact to 
minimize the change in the current properties. 
▪ Putting requirements and conditions for all land uses, including their density and relationship with 
neighboring uses, to ensure their functional performance and achieve good management for land uses . 
▪ Merging of land uses in residential areas to achieve the needs of the population from services and job 
opportunities . 
▪ Determine the permissible and impermissible uses and what can be added in the area to give the owners 
enough flexibility to adapt with them . 
▪ Subtracting the pattern of development and its intensity in each part of the area without specifying the 
type of land use to give the owners sufficient flexibility in determining the suitable exploitation of their 
properties . 
▪ Establish incentives for investors such as providing a road network and infrastructure and making 
facilities and exemptions to implement investment uses in development projects. 
▪ Using performance- impact zoning to monitor the performance of land uses after development and 
achieve their sustainability. 
▪ Dealing at the level of land plot to reconcile it with the zoning plan, and in the case of incompatibility, 
the flexibility is allowed to change the use of zoning plan as long as it does not have a negative impact 
on the development vision. 
▪ The possibility of combining or dividing land plots to achieve the development requirements, when the 
different owners ’goals are consistent or there is one owner for them . 
▪ Flexibility in putting conditions that can be implemented in more than one way, according to the vision 
of owners  and population. 
▪ Minimizing the changes in properties and their characteristics to achieve a balance between 
development goals and owners' goals . 
▪ Granting facilities to the owners for self-de velopment instead of their transferring, expropriation, or 
financial compensation . 
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